Evolution of the tryptophan synthetase of fungi. Analysis of experimentally fused Escherichia coli tryptophan synthetase alpha and beta chains.
During evolution of fungi, the separate tryptophan synthetase alpha and beta polypeptides of bacteria appear to have been fused in the order alpha-beta rather than the beta-alpha order that would be predicted from the order of the corresponding structural genes in all bacteria. We have fused the tryptophan synthetase polypeptides of Escherichia coli in both orders, alpha-beta and beta-alpha, with and without a short connecting (con) sequence, to explore possible explanations for the domain arrangement in fungi. We find that proteins composed of any of the four fused polypeptides, beta-alpha, beta-con-alpha, alpha-beta, and alpha-con-beta, are highly active enzymatically. However, only the alpha-beta and alpha-con-beta proteins are as active as the wild type enzyme. All four fusion proteins appear to be less soluble in vivo than the wild type enzyme; this abnormal characteristic is minimal for the alpha-con-beta enzyme. The alpha and beta domains of the four fusion polypeptides were not appreciably more heat labile than the wild type polypeptides. Competition experiments with mutant tryptophan synthetase alpha protein, and the fusion proteins suggest that in each fusion protein the joined alpha and beta domains have a functional tunnel connecting their alpha and beta active sites. Three tryptophan synthetase beta'-alpha fusion proteins were examined in which the carboxyl-terminal segment of the wild type beta polypeptide was deleted and replaced by a shorter, unnatural sequence. The resulting deletion fusion proteins were enzymatically inactive and were found predominantly in the cell debris. Evaluation of our findings in relation to the three-dimensional structure of the tryptophan synthetase enzyme complex of Salmonella typhimurium (5) and the results of mutational analyses with E. coli suggest that tryptophan synthetase may have evolved via an alpha-beta rather than a beta-alpha fusion because in beta-alpha fusions the amino-terminal helix of the alpha chain cannot assume the conformation required for optimal enzymatic activity.